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Pakistan Science Foundation
1-Constitution Avenue,
G-5/2, Islamabad.

No. PSF/Sc/Pr/746/14-15 dated 11-12-2014

Subject: **PSF's 24 INTRA BOARD SCIENCE POSTER COMPETITION ON THE THEME: "Disadvantages of Mobile Phones and Internet for Students"**

Organizing Science Poster Competitions among high school students, in collaboration with Boards of Intermediate & Secondary Education (BISEs) is a regular activity of Pakistan Science Foundation (PSF). (www.psft.gov.pk), so far, 23 Intra & Inter Board Competitions on a number of scientific themes have been successfully organized, which reflects the valuable support of BISEs for making the activity a success. We at PSF are grateful for your prestigious input in this science awareness program among the young generation of Pakistan.

To create awareness among the young students about disadvantages of unnecessary and ever usage of mobile an internet, the theme selected for PSF’s Intra Board Science Poster Competition is

"Disadvantages of Mobile Phones and Internet for Students"

As per previous practice the students of Secondary School level are eligible to take part in the Poster Competition. It is important to note that, to make the procedure of Poster Competition uniform at Intra & Board level, the below mentioned instructions must be followed by the students taking part in poster competition;

- A student is eligible to make only one Poster.
- The Poster must be made in the competition Hall (on the spot painting basis)
- The Poster can be made in any medium e.g. oil color, water color, pastel color, color pencils, Poster color.
- A sheet size of 22x26 inch in white color of any type (chart paper, pastel paper, ivory card, scholar sheet) non-glazed may be used or poster making.
- Name of candidate, school address and board must be written on back side of the poster.
- Poster submitted for the competition should not be plastic laminated, nor framed.

Prizes allocated for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd position holders of Intra board level are Rs.5000/-, Rs.3000/- and Rs.2000/- respectively. You are, therefore requested to arrange Venue, Date and panel of Judges for Poster Competition within your Board and provide the results and original Poster along with particulars of the winner students as per attached Performa to the undersigned before 10 February, 2015. In addition, PSF Sub Offices in the Provinces “Science Caravans” will liaison with your BISE to help out the process of Intra Board Science Poster Competitions, please provide the name and contact details of the focal person to liaison with PSF representative.

One again, thanking you for your prestigious support.

Sd/-

(Dr. Nushaba Atta)
PSO to the Pakistan Science Foundation, Islamabad
Ph: 051-9202294